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A Scuba Diver
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W

atch the Explorers
‘SEA How to Draw’
classes, where you can
follow some of our favourite
cartoonists
create
fun
characters, marine animals,
research vessels, surfers,
divers and lots more
online. The series starts
with popular cartoonist and
author Dr John Joyce,
drawing fun fishy faces,
dolphins, whales, ships and
research vessels, as well as
surfers, divers and more.
Here are details of some of
the videos available from
the Explorers Education
Programme (link below).

Learn how to draw a SCUBA diver and imagine
discovering lots of animals, caves and shipwrecks
while diving under the sea. Follow John as he draws
a cartoon of a SCUBA diver and all of the equipment
a diver needs to discover what lies under the ocean.

A Scary Shark in the Movies
Sharks are often represented as the scary villain in
the movies. Watch and follow John draw a shark
character and learn some fun facts about sharks
around the world. Don’t forget to share the fun fact
about sharks with your friends and family.

Boy and Girl Faces
Have you ever wondered how to draw a male or
female cartoon character? Watch and follow John
draw girl and boy faces creating fun fishy
characters.

The Marine Institute’s
ROV Holland I
Follow John draw the
Marine Institute's remotely
operated vehicle, ROV
Holland I. While drawing
along with John, you can
also find out about some
of the exciting discoveries
scientists have made while
using the ROV Holland I.

The Marine Institute’s research vessel RV Celtic Explorer
If you are looking at drawing a cartoon that is a little more challenging, follow John
while he draws the Marine Institute’s largest research vessel, the RV Celtic Explorer.
There are lots of details including the vessel’s hull, bridge, observation post, as well as
the trawl gallows and winches. There are also lots of interesting facts to also learn
about the RV Celtic Explorer from mapping the seabed, making new discoveries and
learning about the fish in our sea.

Websites: www.explorers.ie and https://vimeo.com/explorerseducation
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